Faccenda to chair committee for student relocation

by James Bozini
Staff Reporter

Dr. Philip Faccenda, Notre Dame Acting Vice President for Student Affairs, announced a committee to make a module plan for relocating Farley and Breen-Phillips students. The committee will meet for the first time this Friday, will be composed of select SLC members, rectors, and hall presidents.

Dr. James Rehile, Dean of Students and a member of the committee, hopes that plans will be finalized by March so that students can discuss their situation with parents over the spring break.

Rehile would not speculate as to the number of students that will be forced off campus but the indicated that each hall would have its quota of displaced students.

In the past, students were selected to live off campus on the basis of their housing group. Rehile speculated that this year each individual hall will choose its own method, which will in most cases be a lottery.

Dr. Andy Ciferni, Holy Cross Rector and a member of Faccenda's committee, expressed his fears for women's halls being chosen one year in advance. The hall selected would house seniors in the interim.

Ciferni also feels that the women's hall for next year should be announced now so that those students in Farley and Breen-Phillips who previously lived in Badin or Walsh would not have to move for another year for a third time.

Ciferni said he is not in favor of a campus wide lottery and be suggested that each hall handle the problem individually.

Recently, Farley and Breen-Phillips residents voiced their discontent about the administration's decision not to force female students off campus also.

Mr. James Shults, Rector of Farley Hall and a member of the committee, defended the administration's decision in this way. "If it is a matter of making the campus coed, we must make the radio on campus as recoverable as possible.

Rehile stated what might be the only good news for Farley and Breen-Phillips residents: the administration will try to uphold its first decision that no student from either of these dorms will be forced to move off campus.

There are 5,100 beds available on campus and approximately 4,800 students are currently enrolled at the University. With the 380 women presently on campus and the acceptance of 156 freshmen and 125 transfer students next year, the total female population on campus will be approximately 375 since there is an average of 47 women in each campus now.

Rehile projects that Farley and Breen-Phillips combined will house 600 women instead of the current 475 men.

Osburn supports collective bargaining

by Jim Greaser
Staff Reporter

Mr. Woodley B. Osborne, Director of Collective Bargaining for the Business Associates of Catholic University Professors, cited the decreasing importance of the collective bargaining process and the lack of adherence, added that "the concept of shared responsibility is really at fault now."

Mr. Osborne is chair of the committee that is working to establish collective bargaining between faculty and administration.

Osburn, addressing a crowd of 350 people,黄昏 ND, TMC and IUSB at the University Club last night, said if the faculty was "careful" a collective bargaining agreement could be utilized without the damaging "side effects" of unison.

In his conference before the meeting, Osburn said that, although collective bargaining should be undertaken "only after careful thought and consideration... it can be looked upon as the 'formulation of the concept of shared responsibility.'"

At the meeting, Osburn gave a brief account of what collective bargaining entailed and then opened the floor to discussion.

Business Prof. John Houck questioned the necessity for collective bargaining at Notre Dame. He said that there was adequate academic freedom and a tenure system. He added that the Notre Dame "in" proposal was one in "which we are going to die.

Citing the lack of adherents, added that "occasionally the music is missing."

Osburn: Collective bargaining can be seen as "the formalization of the concept of shared responsibility."
AAUP reviews Lewis case

by Jim Greaser
Staff Reporter

The Lewis Hall parietal case will be examined by a committee of the Notre Dame chapter of the American Association of University Professors. The chapter passed almost unanimously a resolution to appoint a committee to review the administrative procedures followed in the disposition of the case.

The resolution, initiated by Philosophy Prof. Ed Manier, requires that the committee promptly report back to the chapter concerning the conformity of these procedures to the standards of due process set forth in the AAUP-USSNA joint statement on the rights and responsibilities of students.

According to Prof. Paul Rutzburn, president of the local chapter, the committee will be appointed by this Friday.

The resolution begins the forced withdrawal from Notre Dame of a female graduate student for an alleged parietal violation. Ken Wessels, president of the Graduate Student Union, was also present at the meeting expressing gratitude that the AAUP was going to investigate the case. The GSU is conducting its own investigation regarding the grievance procedure and Wessels added that "we need some strength."

The Advanced Student Affairs Committee of the GSU is currently working with the administration to formulate the graduate grievance procedure. Wessels said that both sides were "still haggling," but said that some progress was being made.

"Our main prerogative," Wessels said, "is to have students on a hearing committee."

Regents to vote on hours

Patti Conney
Staff Reporter

Saint Mary’s Board of Regents will vote on the acceptance of self-responsible hours for freshmen this weekend. Currently freshmen must be in by midnight on week nights and in by 2:00 a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights.

The proposal before the Board is, "Should the parents so specify in writing, second semester freshmen may exercise the self-responsible hours policy as promulgated by the Student Affairs Council of Saint Mary’s College.

College, September 1969."

The Student Affairs Council unanimously passed the plan on Jan. 19. If the resolution is approved by the Board of Regents, it will go into effect as soon as each freshman has parental permission.

Last year’s freshman class researched the effects of the policy on last year’s freshman class. "The results of the report indicated no prohibitive reasons for not extending the self-responsible hours to second semester freshmen," explained Kay Thomas, chairman of the task force on freshmen hours.
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"ONCE A KING IS FOREVER BUT ONCE A KNIGHT IN NASSAU IS ENOUGH"

K. M., Nassau Trip 1972

Come Down With Us To Sunny Nassau.

Sign up in La Fortune 3rd floor

Mardi Gras "Kickoff Party"

A Beer Bash With Live Rock

Friday, Feb. 2, 1973

8:30 pm - 12:30 $5 per couple
Indiana National Guard Armory

Tickets Available at Student Union
Ticket Office
Dining Halls (Tues, Wed, Thurs)

Free Bus Service Provided

WHERE IT’S AT...

Mid-Winter Savings Event!

Savings at

1/4 1/2 1/3

on a great selection of the latest apparel

It’s all here...the savings and the apparel...doubleknit suits, sport coats, sweaters, shirts, slacks, jackets, CP-04’s, suburban coats, Robert Bruce’s famous ski stuff and much, much more...stop by...see it all. Use your Gilbert Account and pay next summer (with no carrying charge added).
Women appeal to Shilts
Notre Dame needs gynecologist

by Bill Sohn
Staff Writer

Notre Dame needs a part time gynecologist, according to Judy Snyder, president of the Women's Rights Association of the Notre Dame Law School, in a letter to Assistant Vice-President for Student Affairs, Fr. James Shilts.

In the letter, Snyder said she called the Notre Dame Infirmary in hopes of securing the services of a gynecologist. She then "received the names of several doctors who had allegedly agreed to provide gynecological services for Notre Dame students. I was forced to call a second time to receive additional names. The second occasion did not occur because the gynecologist was already in the infirmary office helping another patient obtain medical care."

In calling the doctors Snyder identified herself as a Notre Dame student and explained she had been referred by the infirmary. She explained that her reason for doing so was that "I could not get one appointment within a period of several days from the time of my call."

Snyder wrote the shilts stated in the letter, "With the advent of co-education, it is incumbent upon the University to provide proper medical services for the women of Notre Dame services which have been changed for the graduate women for years."

She added that care is especially important for the undergraduate women "who must face for the first time the special physical problems and illnesses incident to being a woman."

As to a solution, Snyder said, the "ideal solution would be for the University to retain a local gynecologist who would be available at the Infirmary on a regular basis--perhaps two mornings a week. Or, a as a second choice, the University must take steps to guarantee a viable system of after-hour referrals."

Snyder then wrote that "collective gynecological services must be made available to the women of Notre Dame, or the University must take the responsibility for the existence of inadequate health care which is creating a legitimate dangerous situation."

In response to an Observer inquiry about the letter Shilts issued a one page statement. He said, "A student who wants the services of a specialist or who needs these services in the opinion of the Infirmary physician can obtain an appointment in a few hours."

This promise is made by the medical day of the year, and personal relationships with local physicians is that necessary a

Dr. Robert Ferriero of the Biology Department urged at least consideration of the possibilities of securing and cited four supportive reasons.

First, there is a suspected quota system which has created a sort of "classroom." Second, the lack of a gynecologist has definitely been a morale issue. Secondly, the limited number of men attending the University has set out with the college and the college and then, without being told why, the administration "can better you off."

Osborne added that the faculty adopted collective bargaining, the administration, under the National Labor Relations Act, would have the "legal obligation" to bargain with the faculty on any matter that would come under the heading of "terms and conditions of employment."

Osborne added that collective bargaining need not mean the faculty lose its professionalism because if a faculty is really professional before collective bargaining there is no reason to expect an "overreaction."

"The answer lies in how the faculty uses collective bargaining," Osborne said.

Collat said that all for a faculty participation in government, their "shared authority has become less real, more imagined."

He said that under collective bargaining "both sides can hear the other and must hear the other."

Osborne stressed the fact that collective bargaining would not take away the power of the Faculty Senate but actually enhance it. In order to establish a collective bargaining agent, 30 percent of the faculty must appeal to the National Labor Relations Board to organize an election. If collective bargaining passed in that election, another election would decide who the Collective Bargaining agent would be. These possibilities include the local chapters of the AAAP, American Federation of Teachers, and the National Education Association and the Faculty senate.

Prof. Paul Rathburn, president of the local AAUP chapter, said at the press conference that Osborne was brought to Notre Dame to inform the faculty of a "concrete solving the faculty problems. He later added that Osborne's recommendations would obviously be premature.

During the day of their meeting Osborne met with University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh but the details of that meeting were not revealed.

Jazz at nine to present concert
Thursday at LaFortune center

On Thursday, Feb. 1st the "Jazz at Nine" series will resume with a concert by the Ensembles of the College of LaFortune Student Center.

This will be the second of this semester's activities will feature the DUABO in a varied presentation of small group jazz quarks highlighting the improvisational skills of the members of the group.

Campus security poor

The president of Alumni Hall, the scene of recent armed robbery, quipped that "campus security is the best parking lot in the world."

Campus Security Director Arthur Pears may be invited to the meeting, and a few of the presidents have formed a committee to investigate the failures of campus security.

Bob Maykuth, Student Government Research and Development Commissioner, asked President to consider a proposal make by the Dean of Men Dennis (H) Entwistle to change the name of Student Government to Student Association. "Since we really aren't a governing body," said Maykuth, "association is a better term."

Megan McDONOUGH
Live on stage, at Mardi Gras
THIS SATURDAY
at 8:00 in Stepain Center
A Free Concert
Presented by Student Union
No more phase-in

It was bound to happen sooner or later. The undergraduate women, newly admitted to this august institution, have stopped being the showpieces of Notre Dame's "new" image and begun to demand major adjustments in the policies that have guided coeducation throughout its initial year.

The transition was not automatic by any means. The Women's Caucus played a major role in raising key issues and making the presence of vocal women an effective force in campus life. Curiously, it seems to be graduate students who are on the forefront of the coeducation issues. They base their case, however, on the university's public commitment to full scale undergraduate coeducation.

The two issues which have been raised this semester--namely, the continuation of the ruling prohibiting undergraduate female residence halls, and the campus need for more readily available gynecological services at the infirmary--are more important, institutionally, than they first appear.

What is really happening is that the female students are demanding an end to "transitional" coeducation considerably earlier than university officials had expected. That and the few solid legal precedents to suggest how long a private university can engage in differential treatment of male and female students before the institution becomes guilty of discrimination on the basis of sex. Specifically, only the example of Yale, Princeton and some lesser known private schools are available to suggest guidelines and limits.

In view of the paucity of precedents it is just possible that Notre Dame, as a community, could set some guidelines that would allow us to end differential treatment without seriously threatening the goals of those who have defended the phase-in measures.

Step 1 Immediately review all instances of intentional and alleged differential treatment. There are more of these than one might at first suspect:

--Women have an admissions quota tied to campus housing; men do not.
--Men may live off campus; women may not.
--Women may eat in any line of any dining hall; men may not.
--Most men can enter their residence halls without having to unlock the door; no women can.
--Men can get the services of medical specialists within 48 hours; women apparently cannot.
--Female transfer students are guaranteed on campus residences; male transfers are denied such accommodations.
--Female students are protected from the dangers of the night by more than adequate exterior lighting; male students are not.

Step 2 Clearly list the dire consequences which would beset the university if each instance of differential treatment was eliminated.

Step 3 Present evidence to the effect that the statements made in response to step 2 are, in fact, true. If the performances on the off campus rule and the infrastructural problem are any indication, its really doubtful that the conditions of step 3 can be met.

Step 4 Eliminate all instances of differential treatment by following a plan. The Administration has been forced to find a way.

A reminder

What's happening?

If the statements made in response to step 2 are, in fact, true. If the performances on the off campus rule and the infrastructural problem are any indication, it's really doubtful that the conditions of step 3 can be met.

Step 4 Eliminate all instances of differential treatment by following a plan.

Off Campus Is Not for All

The Administration undoubtedly will deny that forcing people off campus is tantamount to relieving "extradited" students of half their education. The Administration will probably point to those persons now on campus as examples of those who find off-campus very satisfactory.

However, if Administration officials do use present off-campus students as a justification for their proposal, they will be guilty of a false generalization. Admittedly, off-campus living is a rewarding experience for those individuals who choose what off-campus living is all about. However, for those individuals who do not possess the time, or the money, or the values which appreciate off-campus living, any University policy forcing students off campus would be tantamount to relieving them of part of their education.

What Can Be Done?

In order to lessen the problems promised by the enactment of such a horrid "force students off-campus" policy, the University should undertake some redoubtable efforts to encourage students, who are already inclined to moving off-campus, to in fact move off-campus. The Administration could do this by maintaining in every hall an accurate, descriptive account of available housing in the South Bend area. In addition, a solid University effort to eliminate the further problems of off-campus life as a whole would also encourage potential off-campus students.

Even if these measures with considerable success, some individuals will find themselves in a most regrettable situation.

--Women have an admissions quota tied to campus housing; men do not.
--Men may live off campus; women may not.
--Women may eat in any line of any dining hall; men may not.
--Most men can enter their residence halls without having to unlock the door; no women can.
--Men can get the services of medical specialists within 48 hours; women apparently cannot.
--Female transfer students are guaranteed on campus residences; male transfers are denied such accommodations.
--Female students are protected from the dangers of the night by more than adequate exterior lighting; male students are not.

Step 2 Clearly list the dire consequences which would beset the university if each instance of differential treatment was eliminated.

Step 3 Present evidence to the effect that the statements made in response to step 2 are, in fact, true. If the performances on the off campus rule and the infrastructural problem are any indication, it's really doubtful that the conditions of step 3 can be met.

Step 4 Eliminate all instances of differential treatment by following a plan.

Conservative
Are You Being Forced Off-Campus?

Incredibly, the vast bulk of students on this campus are unaware of the seriousness of the projected housing shortage next semester. Within the next month, a situation will exist on campus that will very unfavorably affect several hundred male students.

Unless action is taken immediately to encourage people to voluntarily move off-campus, numerous unprepared individuals will be required to leave Notre Dame next fall and reside in South Bend. Planner Father Hesburgh recently indicated an open-door Father's Day letter to all Planners residents that there is an outstanding chance that on-campus housing will not be available next fall.

According to the Dean of Students Office, the Administration is presently considering a plan which would eliminate all present campus housing shortages by denying housing to particular students whose names would be chosen by a means as yet not determined.

Student Reaction and University Precedent

Those students who are aware of the University's probably housing policy have typically reacted by questioning the University's "right to deny housing to students. Numerous students express the belief that they possess an implied right to their campus housing by virtue of the University's recent tradition of granting housing to all who desired it.

Unfortunately, the University has not always been so concerned with student housing wishes. Despite laudable housing efforts in recent years, University administrators in the 1960's on the basis of grade point averages. Administration officials are now pointing to that precedent as a case for their "force students off campus" proposal for the up-coming semester. However, the system for selecting those to be forced off campus has not been presented as yet. Administration personnel are presently considering both a lottery and a grade point average system.

One Half of Notre Dame

Even though a precedent may exist for the "force students off campus" proposal, this does not alleviate the unacceptable of this proposal. Following President Hesburgh's recent comments that a Notre Dame education is more than books, schoolrooms, and research projects, The Observer has been accused that "this University also includes living with the people here and sharing with them the traditions of Notre Dame's places."

Yes, this is what education means to many of the people who thrive on this campus. including those several hundred students who the Administration will very likely ask to move off-campus. If the "force students off campus" proposal does become reality, some people next semester will be able to say "I got to phase in the name."

The observer
We especially wish to thank the student Co-Chairmen, Mr. Peter Ruhm and Mr. James Melick. Their enthusiasm and dedication was the most important factor in the success of the drive.

Sincerely,

Mrs. George Henehan
Chairman, Blood Program
St. Joseph County Chapter

Peace

Editor:

Throughout one's life there are certain events which so impress us even while they are happening that we never forget. This event was such an event.

Father Herbst touched upon every aspect and ramifications of the War and what lies ahead. Furthermore, he left us with a personal message of how each one of us can bring true peace into the world by eliminating the hostilities and injustices within our own lives.

There were so many stirring numbers and songs. As the curtain came down from the platform and the people departed from the arena to receive communion, I couldn't help but think of Christ feeding the multitudes on the mountain.

I was reminded of that again afterwards as everyone goutk of the food supplied by the University. Of course, I was not only one struck with awe.

Valerie Grus
Notre Dame Law School.

O-C Women

Editor:

Dear Fr. Riehle,

It is too bad that you cannot open your eyes and see that women are people, and not objects to be exploited. Although there have been many acts of discrimination against the Notre Dame women, they are now aware of their own power. As the ban on women living off-campus was lifted, you can see the enthusiasm and dedication that women express in fulfilling this dream.

Sincerely,

John Hoffman

Red Cross

Dear Sir:

The St. Joseph County Chapter of the American National Red Cross would like to express its appreciation to the University and particularly the students for their participation in the blood drive conducted at St. Peter's Church on November 30th and December 1st of last year.

More than 150 volunteers, the majority of them students, helped to make this program a complete success. A total of 791 pints of blood were drawn and it is necessary to turn away another 100 donors because of time limitations.

Sincerely,

Thomas J. Harbin
Notre Dame.
a creative pictoral essay

of the peace mass celebrated

on january 28, 1973
The Red Door Club
Presents
Old Time Movies Every Wednesday
* Also New CD Friday evenings

BEER • WINE • LIQUOR • MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE

Dr. Pollard edits volume on viruses

By Mike Rizzo


Debaters impressive at Albion

Debaters from Albion College were impressive at the Albion Presidential Debates, which were held on Saturday, March 27. The arguments were made on the topic of the "Constitution." The debate was the 2nd place teams in the tournament.

Beckman Science Center

The Beckman Science Center, which is located on the Albion College campus, has been closed due to the recent snowfall. The center will be closed until further notice.

Great Lakes Debating Team

The Great Lakes Debating Team, under the direction of Mr. Coccimiglio, has been practicing for their upcoming competition. They are scheduled to compete in the 20th annual tournament, which is set to take place on April 1.

Parent's weekend on tap

Parent's weekend events are scheduled for Saturday, April 30, and Sunday, May 1. There will be a variety of events, including a Parent's Night at the basketball game, a Parent's Day picnic, and a Parent's Day dinner at the college's dining hall.

The Wine!

The Wine, located on the Albion College campus, is open from 3:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. daily. They offer a wide selection of wines, as well as some local craft beers.

A New Life for You

Jesus Retreat

February 26 - 8 p.m.
February 27 - 8 a.m.
February 28 - 8 p.m.
Call 282-2508 days, 283-6868 evenings
Sponsored by True House a Christian Community at Notre Dame
Wrestlers pin Wheaton

by Jeff Rushmann

Notre Dame's wrestling team made short work of Wheaton College last night at the Convoc Center, defeating the Crusaders 21-6 in a 3-5 score on the strength of four victories, all by pins.

Al Roelle's second-period pin of Wheaton's Dave Sugarbalser extended his pin streak to 16, while John Dowd, another winner by pin, accumulated the needed team points to earn a dual meet monogram in his freshmen year.

The Crusaders brought a 1-2 record into last night's contest, but the match was no contest as the Irish rolled to their second win in a row, 3-5 score of the night, when John Shumate, who has been named a National Football League's Outstanding Lineman of the Week, defeated Wheaton's Brian Oxley (159) by fall in 2:00.

Wheaton's John Kennedy (198) dispatched Rich Gillon, 7-2 after hanging on to a 3-2 advantage. The winning points were provided by a third-period escape and take-down.

John Dowd applied the clincher for Notre Dame in the 177-pound event, giving the Irish a decisive 24-6 lead on the strength of his first-period (1:18) pin of Tim O'Keefe, after going ahead 2-0 on a takedown.

Brian Oxley, Tim's brother took on Pete Chimento of the Crusaders with the opposite result--a quick pin in 2-05 of the match, for Wheaton's 200-pound star. Oxley, who wrestled on the season, has been tabbed a major contender for national honors in his weight class.

Al Roelle continued the meet's fast pace in his usual style, punishing his opponent's heavyweight opponent, Dave Sugarbalser. Both wrestlers battled to a standstill in the opening period, but Roelle dominated, leading 2-0, and added a technical acceptance, scoring first with an escape and then a takedown. Roelle managed to down Sugarbalser with the pin at 3:26.

The Irish wrestlers will travel to Cleveland this weekend for the 14th Annual National Catholic Championships. They will return home for a game against MacMurray State and Drake University, February 9-10, against Macon-Murray Slate and Drake University.

Fencers await Parkside

by John Finneran

The Irish fencers travel to Chicago this Saturday to meet four teams, but coach Mike DeCicco is pointing to one club-Wisconsin-Parkside--as the team Notre Dame must beat in order to have an outstanding season. "How well we do this weekend against Parkside will dictate our success for the rest of the year," he announced.

This is not to say that DeCicco and his 24. Irish are looking past the other three--Chicago, St. Ignatius, and Milwaukee Tech. The Irish coach, however, realizes that the bad showing could be a deterrent when Notre Dame travels to the Metro City Next Saturday for a meeting with national powers Detroit and Wayne State.

Notre Dame's wrestling team

Last spring, just after the close of the school year, John Shumate was one of 15 Notre Dame students who were selected to the lobby of Cleveland's municipal airport. The group had missed their flights, and had been lost temporarily without a flight or a Saturday meal.

Most of the students were bound for Memorial stadium, but Shumate was the exception. The 6-9, 265-pounder was on his way to N.J., ironed out his own schedule difficulties and then proceeded to arrange complimentary lunches for himself and the other ND students. "Shue" knew what he wanted, and he had little difficulty getting it.

In like fashion, John Shumate knew that he wanted a basketball career at Notre Dame, and he let his coach know about it.

"It was a surprise," he said, "with the job the coaches are doing now, where next year we could be contention for the National Championship. That'll be with good luck of if everybody works out for us. You know after that with which will be the 1972-'73 season, Shumate's senior campaign, I think we'll definitely see the teams to knock off for the title."

This year? Well, this year, his coach said, he'd like to see pull 11 more games out and then get a shot at the NIT---in New York. But do the Irish have enough to get at least a 14 or 15-game column?

Despite the ambition in his goals, however, he didn't predict a national championship. But last year, particularly, with the 12-5 record and the 265 pounds, he felt Shumate was a "vital key in Notre Dame's return to the top of college basketball."

But last year, particularly, with the 12-5 record and the 265 pounds, he felt Shumate was a "vital key in Notre Dame's return to the top of college basketball."

Shumate. After pacing the Irish with 16 points and 8 rebounds a game in his first season of varsity competition, and he has looked back at last season as "a vital key in Notre Dame's return to the top of college basketball."